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Translated by J. G. Adashko 

A description of magnetic structures by means of macroscopic multipole moments is presented. All types 
of macroscopically distinct exchange magnetic structures are found for ferromagnets or collinear 
ferrimagnets (32 types), antiferromagnets (230 types), and noncollinear ferrimagnets (79 types). The general 
form of the equations that describe long-wave, low-frequency spin waves is elucidated. The examples 
considered show that in many cases there should exist. anomalous branches of the spin oscillations. 

PACS numbers: 75.30.Fv 

The theory of spin waves is well developed for the 
case of ferromagnets. On the one hand, there is a 
microscopic approachu•2J that is based on the Heisen
berg model and that enables us to explain the structure 
of the ground state of a ferromagnet and the spin-wave 
spectrum over the whole frequency range. On the 
other hand, the low-frequency, long-wave spin waves 
can be described macroscopically by means of the Lan
dau-Lifshitz equation. [3J 

There is a completely different situation in the case 
of antiferromagnets. Here the microscopic problem 
can be solved only for spins that are large (i. e., quasi
classical), a property that they in fact, at least in the 
majority of cases, do not have. The existing phenome
nological theory[4.5J of low-frequency, long-wave spin
waves leads in many cases to satisfactory results. But 
this theory is essentially of model type, since the basic 
quantities of the theory (the sublattice moments) are 
not macroscopic. They cannot be obtained by macro
scopic averaging of any physical quantities. 

The present paper proposes a general macroscopic 
approach to the investigation of low-frequency, long
wave spin waves in any magnetic materials in which 
the magnetic ordering is the result of the action of ex
change forces that appreciably exceed the relativistic 
interactions. The proposed approach uses no model
type concepts about the state of the magnetic material 
(localized spins, sublattices, etc.), but is essentially 
based only on symmetry considerations. The basic 
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quantities are macroscopic multipole moments, which 
are obtained from the true microscopic magnetic-mo
ment density by a definite averaging over physically 
infinitesimal volumes. 

The formulation of the macroscopic equations for 
spin waves is based to a Significant degree on macro
scopic analysis of the possible types of symmetry of 
exchange forces in magnetic materials. By means of 
multipole moments it proves possible to find all the 
types (their total number, as we shall see, is 373) of 
macroscopically different magnetic structures. 

1. MACROSCOPIC MUL TIPOLE MOMENTS: 

We shall first introduce the macroscopic multipole 
moments for the Simplest case, in which they describe 
some scalar microscopic quantity. Let @ be the space 
group of the symmetry of the equilibrium state of the 
crystal: that is, the group of transformations with re
spect to which the equilibrium microscopic charge 
density is invariant. We consider some (in general 
nonequilibrium) state, described microscopically by a 
scalar quantity f(r) (this may be, for example, the de
viation of the charge density from its equilibrium val
ue). The problem consists in finding the set of macro
scopic quantities that describe this state as fully as is 
possible. 

Any macroscopic quantity F(r) must be obtained from 
f(r) as a result of averaging over macroscopic volumes. 
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In general this operation can be represented as follows: 

F(r)= S f(r+p) III (p)d'p. (1) 

Here the integration extends over the whole volume; 
.p (r) is some function that decreases sufficiently rapidly 
at infinity and that varies appreciably over distances 
large in comparison with the interatomic distance, but 
small in comparison with a characteristic length param
eter of the macroscopic problem (wavelength etc.) In 
other respects, the function .p (r) is arbitrary. In 
order to obtain a macroscopic quantity of general form, 
it is necessary to use for .p (r) a function that is also of 
sufficiently general form. 

We designate by the symbol @ an arbitrary transfor
mation of the group @, and we consider the state cor
responding to the functionj'(r)=j(@-lr). It is clear 
that any equation describing the properties of the state 
j(r) must be invariant with respect to the transform a
tionj(r)-j'(r). Any macroscopic equation must there
fore be invariant with respect to the transformation 
F(r)-F'(r), where F'(r) is obtained by substitution of 
the functionj'(r) for j(r) in formula (1): 

F'(r)= f f(GJ-'(r+p»III (p) d'p. (2) 

Let G be the group of transformations corresponding to 
the crystal class. An arbitrary element G of this 
group by itself does not, in general, belong to the group 
@. But there always exists a vector a, with a length of 
the order of the interatomic distance, translation along 
which, in combination with the transformation G, pro
duces one of the transformations @. On substituting 
this in the expression for F'(Gr+a)"'F'(Gr) and making 
the change of variables G-1p - P in the integral, we ob
tain 

F'(Gr) = S f(r+p)(lI(Gp)d'p. (3) 

The set of functions .p(Gp) with all possible G produces 
the so-called regular representation of the group G. 
When expanded in irreducible representations, which 
corresponds to representation of the function .p in the 
form of a sum 

(4) 

it contains all the irreducible representations, without 
exception, of the group G (see [6l). In formula (4) the 
index n enumerates the various irreducible representa
tions; the index Q' enumerates the functions .p: that pro
duce a given irreducible representation. Substitution 
of (4) in (1) shows that an arbitrary macroscopic quan
tity is a linear combination of macroscopic quantities 
F:(r) that are determined by the relation 

F."(r) = S f(r+p) Ill." (p)d'p (5) 

and that, by virtue of (3), transform under the action of 
transformations of crystal class G as follows: 

(6) 
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where G:B is the matrix of the transformation G in the 
nth irreducible representation. An arbitrary macro
scopic equation must be invariant with respect to the 
transformation (6). In an isotropic medium (fluid), an 
expansion of the form (4) is an expansion in spherical 
functions Y;"(r / I r I ). The corre sponding macroscopic 
quantities F;"(r) are a generalization to the case of an 
infinite medium of the usual 21-pole moments[7l that 
describe a finite system, and they have the meaning of 
densities of the latter. They were treated by Frenkel [8l 
from a somewhat different point of view. For crystals, 
an analogous role is played by the multipole moments 
F:(r). They essentially coincide with the quantities 
considered in Landau's theory of phase transitions of 
the second kind, in the capacity of order parameters, 
in the case in which the transition occurs without 
change of the elementary cell. 

The choice of the macroscopiC moments is not unique, 
because of the arbitrariness of the function .p (r). But 
since their law of transformation is independent of the 
choice of .p(r), this nonuniqueness is not reflected in 
any phySical consequences. It is an expression of the 
well-known nonuniqueness of the ordinary multipole 
moments, which is due to the arbitrariness of choice 
of the origin of coordinates. 

We now consider a magnetically ordered crystal. Let 
m(r) be the microscopiC magnetic-moment density. 
The symmetry of the system is determined by one of 
the magnetic space groups. These groups contain, as 
their elements, the purely spatial transformations (ro
tations, reflections, translations) in combination with 
the time-reflection transformation R. This character
ization of the symmetry is exact; but for this very 
reason, in it important approximate symmetry proper
ties are completely lost. In fact, in the properties of 
magnetic materials a basic role is played by exchange 
forces, whose symmetry is higher than the symmetry 
of the weak relativistic interactions. To indicate only 
the exact symmetry is to lose entirely the information 
about the much higher symmetry of the exchange forces. 

We shall neglect all relativistic interactions and con
sider the exchange symmetry of the magnetic material. 
Since the exchange forces depend only on the relative 
orientations of the spins, in this case, besides the 
transformation R, there is permitted an infinite set of 
new symmetry transformations, consisting of all rota
tions of the spin space U (that is, rotations of all the 
spins through the same angle). In this situation, the 
general orientation of the spins with respect to the 
crystallographic axes becomes nominal, and we may 
consider that the components of the magnetic moment 
mj(r) behave like scalars in all purely spatial transfor
mations, and transform like components of a vector 
only in rotations of the spin space. The transformation 
R plays the role of an inversion of the spin space. The 
exchange symmetry is determined by prescription of 
one of the exchange space groups, which contain all 
those combinations of purely spatial transformations, 
rotations of the spin space U, and the transformation 
R with respect to which the values of mj(r) are invari
ant. These groups have at present not yet been classified: 
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The charge-density symmetry group @ is obtained 
from the exchange space group by formal identification 
of the elements U and R with the identity transformation. 
This is the symmetry group generally of all spin 
scalars in the system. 

By the same method by which this was done above for 
scalars, we introduce macroscopic quantities Mln(r) 
corresponding to each of the components of the mag
netic moment m,(r). These quantities differ from F: 
in the following respect. Since the function!(r) in the 
equilibrium state is invariant with respect to the group 
@, all F: except that one of them that transforms ac
cording to the identity representation of the group G 
necessarily vanish in equilibrium. But the magnetic 
moment m,(r) in general is by no means invariant with 
respect to @, even in the equilibrium state. Therefore 
anyone of the quantities Min may have a finite value in 
equilibrium. In the case in which the transition from a 
magnetically ordered state to a paramagnetic occurs 
without change of the elementary cell, the quantities 
Min essentially coincide with the spin densities intro
duced by Dzyaloshinskil[9] (see also[10]), 

Prescription of the functions Mln(r) gives a complete 
macroscopic description of the magnetic structure of 
the body. With their aid it is possible to carry out a 
classification of all macroscopically different magnetic 
structures; that is, to determine all the exchange 
classes, which have the same relation to the exchange 
space groups that the magnetic classes have to the mag
netic space groups. Before proceeding to the solution 
of this problem, we note the following. The macro
scopic moment M: = {Min} that transforms according to 
the identity representation (we denote it by MO) is ob
viously proportional to the usual magnetization of the 
body and can be so no!'malized as in general to coincide 
with it. All the remaining moments give no contribu
tion to the magnetization; therefore they are antiferro
magnetic moments. Thus if MO*O, then the body is a 
noncollinear ferrimagnet or a ferromagnet, depending 
on whether there are or are not other nonvanishing mo
ments, (Strictly speaking, in the latter case the body 
may be a collinear ferrimagnet. But such a ferrimag
net, at least in the sense of macroscopic properties, 
does not differ from a ferromagnet.) If, however, MO 
= ° but there are other moments, then the body is an 
antiferromagnet. Finally, if all the moments vanish, 
the body has no magnetic structure at all. 

2. EXCHANGE CLASSES 

We shall elucidate the conditions that must be satis
fied by the vectors M: in the equilibrium state. We 
consider the scalar products M:M~. They are spin 
scalars and therefore must be invariant with respect to 
the group G. On the other hand, these quantities trans
form according to the direct product of irreducible 
representations nand m; therefore they must have the 
following form: 

where en is a certain constant. Hence it follows that 
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different M: are perpendicular to each other; and those 
among them that correspond to a single multidimen
sional representation have the same length. The maxi
mum number of nonvanishing moments M: is conse
quently equal to three. Thus only the following combi
nations of irreducible representations can occur: 1) One 
one-dimensional representation; that is, there is only 
one nonvanishing moment corresponding to this repre
sentation. 2) Two one-dimensional representations or 
one two-dimensional; here there are two nonvanishing 
moments, perpEmdicuiar to each other, and in the latter 
case they are equal in absolute value. 3) Three one
dimensional, or a one-dimensional and one two-dimen
sional, or finally one three-dimensional representation; 
here there are three nonvanishing moments, they are 
mutually perpendicular, and in the second case two of 
them, in the third all three moments are equal in ab
solute value. By picking out all the combinations of 
this type in each of the 32 crystal classes G we obtain 
all the macroscopically distinct types of magnetic struc
tures; that is, all the exchange classes. 

Not all these structures, however, can actually oc
cur. Many of them do not satisfy the following stability 
criterion, analogous to the well-known criterion in the 
theory of second-order phase transitions. [11] We de
note by m: the deviations of the macroscopic moments 
from the equilibrium values, and we assume that there 
exists an expression, invariant with respect to the 
group G, of the form 

(7) 

where xjJ. are the spatial coordinates, If the moments 
corresponding to both representations nand m are non
zero in equilibrium, then such a structure is unstable. 
In fact, consider a deviation from equilibrium of the 
form 

m.'=[ro(r)M."] (8) 

for all n and or, where M: are the equilibrium values 
of the moments and where w(r) is a slowly varying func
tion of the coordinates. Since at each point of space 
such a deviation reduces to a rotation of all the mo
ments through the same angle, the local (that is, not 
containing spatial derivatives) part of the deviation DE 
of the energy from the equilibrium value vanishes. The 
principal part of BE is therefore determined by terms 
of the form (7), linear in the derivatives: 

( am • am") 6E= '\1 KjJ.CLP IDn Cl __ 
m -mmll-a n , 

~ axj.l x~ 
(9) 

where the summation sign means summation over all 
invariants of the form (7). On substituting from this in 
(8), we obtain, after simple transformations with al
lowance for the mutual perpendicularity of the equilib
rium moments, 

It is obvious that the expression written is always 
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capable of taking negative values. Thus a necessary 
condition for stability of the structure is absence of 
invariants of the form (7) for all pairs of indices n, m 
for which the equilibrium moments are nonzero. 

We consider for example the crystal class D3• The 
group Ds has three irreducible representations: the 
identity representation Al (we denote the corresponding 
moment by MO); a one-dimensional representation A2 
according to which the coordinate z transforms (we de
note the corresponding moment by W); and a two-di
mensional E according to which the coordinates x and 
y transform (we denote the corresponding moments by 
U and V). Possible combinations of the representations 
are: Alo A2, (A l A2), E, (EA l ), (EA2). The first of 
these produces a ferromagnetic structure, the third 
and fifth noncollinear ferrimagnetic, the rest antiferro
magnetic. In this case there are four invariants of the 
form (7): 

av au au oW av aw 
u--v-- w--u--w-+v-oz oz ' iJy iJy ax ax ' 
au aM' av aM' aw aM' 

M'--U--+M'--V-- M'---W--ax ax ay ay , az oz' 

(10) 

The first of these causes instability of all structures 
containing the two-dimensional representation E; the 
last, of the structure (A l A 2). Thus in group Ds there 
are in all 6 possible structures from the symmetry 
pOint of view. But only the following 2 of them are 
stable: AI' Aa. 

The Appendix presents the results of a similar analy
sis of all 32 crystal classes. The first number after 
the class symbol means the total number of structures 
possible from the symmetry point of view; the second, 
the number of stable structures. All the stable struc
tures are then actually enumerated. The symbols for 
the representations coincide with those adopted in the 
book of Landau and. Lifshitz. [S] It must be kept in mind 
that the representations B l , B a, Bs in class Da; B lK , 
Bag, Bsg and B lu , Bau, Bsu in class Dah ; Blo Ba in 
classes C2u , C4v , D4J Ds, Csv ; BIg, B 2g and B lu , B 2u 
in classes D4h and D6h are equivalent in the sense that 
they convert to each other on transformation of the sys
tem of coordinates. Replacement of these representa
tions by each other leads to structures equivalent from 
the symmetry point of view. 

In addition, there are still 32 trivial exchange class
es, corresponding to crystals without magnetic struc
ture. Thus the total number of macroscopically dis
tinct magnetic structures possible from symmetry con
siderations is 561. Of these, only the 373 structures 
enumerated above are stable. Among them are 32 
paramagnetic, 32 ferromagnetic, 79 noncollinear-fer
rimagnetic, and 230 antiferromagnetic. It cannot be 
asserted, however, that the unstable structures have 
no meaning.at all. If for some reason the coefficients 
K:B in formula (9) are anomalously small, then such 
structures may occur as helicoidal structures (see [9]). 

Each of the 561 structures determines a certain group 
of transformations (exchange class), consisting of all 
products of elements of group G, spin rotations, and 
the transformation R with respect to which the given 
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structure is invariant. 

Thus there are in all 561 exchange classes. Each of 
the exchange structures, if we orient the moments in a 
definite manner with respect to the crystallographic 
axes and exclude relativistic interactions, will be char
acterized by a certain exact symmetry, determined by 
one of the magnetic classes. The problem arises of 
determining those magnetic classes by which each of 
the exchange classes can be characterized when allow
ance is made for relativistic interactions. We shall 
not concern ourselves here with this question, but shall 
restrict ourselves to consideration solely of those 
properties that are determined by the exchange sym
metry. . 

We note that a formal generalization of the usual 
magnetic groups, by inclusion in the set of transforma
tions, along with the element R, of arbitrary spin ro
tations (but without relation to the exchange approxima
tion), was carried out earlier by a number of au
thors. [12-14] Here, in essence, the topic was a certain 
accidental symmetry, whose appearance can be caused, 
for example (see [13]), by the properties of one or 
another model Hamiltonian even with allowance for 
relativistic interactions. 

3. GENERAL EQUATIONS FOR SPIN WAVES 

Long-wave, low-frequency spin waves can be de
scribed macroscopically on the basis of equations of 
motion for the moments. We introduce the effective 
fields 

h"(r) =-6E/6m"(r). (11) 

determined by the variational derivatives of the total 
energy with respect to the deviations m"'(r) of the mo
ments from equilibrium. Here and hereafter we shall 
number the moments by a single index a, so that sever
al moments with "neighboring" indices a may belong to 
a single multidimensional representation. In the equi
librium state, all h'" are zero. For small deviations 
from equilibrium, the time derivatives of m'" must be 
linear combinations of the effective fields: 

. "_. ·~h'+ ". 8 h'+·' 8' h~+ m; -g,k II. gi/r,I1- II. giItI1V-- A •• " 
ax. ax. ax, 

(12) 

where i, k, ... are vector spin indices. Since we are 
concerned with low-frequency oscillations, we have 
restricted ourselves to consideration solely of the first 
time derivatives. The quantities giL. must satisfy the 
usual conditions that follow from invariance for t - - t 
and conservation of energy (we everywhere neglect dis
sipation). Invariance with respect to t - - t requires 
that all the coefficients glk. .. must change sign under 
the action of R. For conservation of energy, that is 
vanishing of the derivative E calculated by means of (11) 
and (12), it is necessary that the coefficients gf/l ... 
satisfy the following conditions: 

a.,l ~a; o.~ !II]; :II! !II]; 
gill. = -glti, gik)).=g'dl1' gikl1'11=-gltil1""" 1 

(13) 

that is, the coefficients of even derivatives are anti
symmetric, and of odd derivatives symmetric, with 
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respect to simultaneous commutation of the indices exi 
and f3k. 

Since in the exchange approximation the spin space 
is isotropic, the coefficients giL. in their dependence 
on the equilibrium moments can contain only terms 
proportional to the following combinations of moments: 

eiklM~, [MaxMBIIM~, 0u(W'[MaxMB}), 

which are spin tensors of the second rank, changing 
sign under the action of the transformation R. We have 

g/: = yaBY llkl M~ + yaBYaP Mt[Max MPl k - yBam M~Max MP)I 

+ olkyallYap(M"[Max MP)) , 

where the quantities Y" and Y" are spin scalars, 
which in transformations of the group G transform like 
"tensors," 1. e., like products of functions cpacpBcp" •.. , 
but are invariant tensors, 1. e., do not change their 
form under the action of the group G. From the condi
tions (13) it follows that 

The quantities gj:"" ... can be written in similar 
fashion. As a result the general equations (12), after 
simple transformations, acquire the following form: 

m'j = raBY[hBxMY)I+ rfllYaPM~[MaxMPlkh~ 

- r~amM~MaxMP)lh:+ raBYap(MY[MaxMP])h~, (14) 

where 

va, Vrl2, Va are general linear combinations of all 
spatial derivatives of odd order, transforming like cpa; 
A. a, A.r/2, Aa are combinations, of the same type, of 
derivatives of even order; the quantities yare certain 
invariant tensors, and 

The general equations (14) Simplify conSiderably if, 
in equilibrium, only one of the moments is nonzero. In 
this case the last three terms vanish: 

(15) 

If, in equilibrium, two moments are nonzero, then the 
last term in (14) vanishes. Let the indices a, b, c, ... 
run through onl' those two values of ex that correspond 
to nonvanishing equilibrium moments. Then 

where II is a unit vector normal to the plane in which 
the equilibrium moments lie, and where f ab is the two-
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dimensional antisymmetric unit "tensor." The equa
tions for structures with two equilibrium moments take 
the following form: 

where 

II is the product of the moduli of the equilibrium mo
ments. 

Apropos of equations (14)-(16) it is necessary to 
make the following comment. In their derivation, an 
important assumption was that we are concerned with 
low-frequency oscillations. But a literal application of 
the equations leads in general to the appearance of an 
optical branch, 1. e., of high exchange frequencies that 
do not vanish on approach of the wave vector to zero. 
This means that the procedure for using the equations 
written above must be as follows. First we neglect all 
spatial derivatives and find the characteristic frequen
cies. Those frequencies that are found to be finite in 
the zeroth approximation are high frequencies, which 
we have no right to consider. But it can be asserted 
that linear combinations of the moments ma correspond. 
ing to these frequencies, if they produce any, produce 
only high-frequency oscillations. A certain number of 
frequencies vanish in the zeroth approximationo To 
calculate them we must go to the next approximation, 
i. e., take into account the principal terms with spatial 
derivatives. Here it is possible simply to set the high
frequency linear combinations of moments equal to zero, 
1. e., to "freeze" the high-frequency oscillations. Al
lowance for the degrees of freedom corresponding to 
them would lead to an unimportant renormalization of 
certain constants. Along with the small terms contain
ing derivatives, it is possible to take into account also 
terms of relativistic origino We shall consider such 
terms below only in those cases in which their general 
form can be established without assuming any speCific 
distribution of the moments with respect to the crys
tallographic axes. 

In order to find the relation between the effective 
fields ha and the moments m a , it is necessary to write 
an expression for the deviation OE of the energy from 
the equilibrium value o We shall consider the local part 
of oE. The exchange energy of the crystal depends 
only on the scalar products MaMB", wall. The devia
tions waB of these quantities from the equilibrium val
ues are 

wf],P>=maMfI+mflMC£+mO':mll • (17) 

The energy oE can be written in the form 

(18) 

where the invariant tensors F'OO satisfy the conditions 

(19) 
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Furthermore, the terms in formula (16) that are linear 
in m a must vanish. Hence we have 

F"~M~=O 

for all a. 

The nonlocal part of the energy I5E, to the second 
order in the derivatives, is 

(20) 

(21) 

where aa is a general linear combination of first spatial 
derivatives, transforming like <l>a; KailY and aailYB are 
invariant tensors, satisfying the conditions 

(22) 

Below we shall consider several characteristic ex
amples of application of the general equations. 

4. EXAMPLES 

1. We shall consider the antiferromagnetic struc
tures that have been studied most, experimentally and 
theoretically: A2.f and A 2" in class Du. The first of 
these is realized, for example, in FeC03 and MnC03, 
the second in Crps. The moments corresponding to 
the one-dimensional representations A l ,., A2g, A l", A 2" 

we shall denote by M, W, P, Z respectively. The 
pairs of moments that transform according to the two
dimensional representations E,. and E" we shall denote 
by (U, V) and (X, Y) respectively. The deviations of the 
moments from the equilibrium values we shall every
where denote by the corresponding lower-case letters. 
In the substances under conSideration, the transition 
from the antiferromagnetic state to the paramagnetic 
occurs without change of the elementary cell; therefore 
the macroscopic moments essentially coincide with the 
spin densities of reference UOJ• 

In the structure A 2", the equilibrium moment Z is 
nonzero. The equations of motion (15) in the zeroth 
approximation take the following form: 

m = Yo[b·x Z], z = Yo[h'" X Z], P = Yl[hwx Z], 

W = Yl[bl>x Z], it = yJbYX Z], Y = Y2[b"x Z] , 

v= - Y2[bX X Z], x= - Y2[bux Z], (23) 

where Yo = y"''' = Y· .... , Yl = y/>W. = yWI>., Y2 = y"Y. = yl'U. = _ y"". 
= - YU.. The tensor F aS always has only diagonal com
ponents, of which in the present case, by virtue of (20), 
only FU vanishes. Then it follows from equations (23) 
that the pairs of variables (p, w), (u, y), and (v, x), 
which are coupled to each other, correspond to oscilla
tions with high exchange frequencies. In the determina
tion of the low-frequency OSCillations, all of these may 
be set equal to zero. Consequently we are left with 
just the first two equations (23), in which the following 
expresssions may be used for the effective fields: 

(24) 

these take account of the relativistic anisotropy energy. 
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Here F ",= 2F"'''', al~ is the anisotropy tensor, and 
aIL"k IL k" is an invariant quadratic form composed of 
components of the wave vector {kIL}=k. The terms 
containing spatial derivatives are obtained from the 
general formula (21). Substitution of (24) in the first 
two equations (23) leads to a frequency spectrum that 
coincides with the result of the usual two-sublattice 
model. 

A different situation arises in structure A2g, where 
the moment W is nonzero in equilibrium. Here, in the 
zeroth approximation, a finite result is obtained only 
for the following derivatives: 

where Yo=ymww. Since now the only vanishing diagonal 
component of the tensor F aS is F Ww , only the two vari
ables p .and z must be frozen. All the remaining time 
derivatives vanish by virtue of the Du symmetry. To 
calculate them, we must take into account in the equa
tions the terms that are linear in the spatial derivatives: 

+Y3~[b"'XW], (26) ay 

Y = - Yl a~ [bUx W] + Y2(a~ [b"X W] + a: [hltx W]) 

- Y3 ~[h"'xW], ax 

where 

As will be seen below, in all low-frequency oscillatory 
modes the amplitude of oscillations of w significantly 
exceeds the amplitudes of oscillations of all the other 
variables. Therefore in the right sides of equations 
(26) it is necessary to take into account those terms 
quadratic in the spatial derivatives that contain the vari
able w. Such terms occur because of the terms in the 
expression for the effective fields bX and bY that are 
linear in the derivatives: 

OW 
hZ--Fzx+K, au' ow 

h'=-Fiy-K, ax' 

where F x =2F%%=2FYY, K2 =K wY%=_Kw:r: y • In the expres
sions for bit = -F"u and b"= - F"v (Fit = 2Fuu = 2F""), 
there are no such terms. They occur also in the ex
pression for h"': 
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( ay ax) hW=h,·+K, __ _ 
ax ay' 

where 

a' 
hOiw=-ail~wlt +allv -, -- w, 

dxtt 8.xv 

is the effective field calculated without allowance for 
the possibility of a deviation of the other variables from 
equilibrium, and completely analogous to formula (24). 

On taking account of everything that has been said 
and on expressing the spatial derivatives in terms of 
the components of the wave vector, we get 

m =Yo[hO'xW]+i(YoK2- hFx)(k,.[YxW] - k..[xxW)) 

+ Ys K 2(k; + k;)[wxW], 

u= - iFx{(Yl k.+ Y2kx)[xX W] - hkJyx W]} 

- K 2(Yl kvk.+ 2Y2kx kv)[wX W], 

v= - iFJ(Yl k.- Y2 kx)[Yx W] - Y2kJXX W]} 

+ Khl kx kll+ h k; - Y2 k;)[w x W], (27) 

x=iFui(h k.+ hkx)[UXW] - Y2kJUXW]}- iY3F mkJmxW]' 

Y= iFui(Yl k.- hkAvxw] - Y2kJUXW]}+ iysF mkx[mxWl. 

We shall consider the range of not very small vaLues of 
the wave vector (ak2 » a), in which the anisotropy con
stants may be neglected in the expression for hO. If 
instead of w we introduce the new variable w' = kw, then 
Eqs. (27) together with the first of equations (25) will 
constitute a closed system of linear equations, with co
efficients that are homogeneous functions of the first 
order of the frequency wand the components of the 
wave vector. The characteristic equation is cubic in 
r.u 2; therefore there are three distinct frequencies 
r.ut 2, 3(k) each of which is a homogeneous function of the 
first order of the components of the wave vector. Let 
~, 17 be mutually perpendicular unit vectors lying in the 
plane perpendicular to W (for what follows, it is con
venient to choose them as the principal axes of the 
anisotropy tensor au). The complete system of equa
tions splits into two groups of equations for the vari
ables (111f, w~, x~, Y~, uf, Vt) and (111", w~, x t , Yf' ~, 
v~); the coefficients of these two groups of equations 
transform into each other under the substitution w - - w. 
To each of the frequencies wt 2, 3(k) correspond two 
types of oscillations, one for each group of variables. 

These six types of oscillations, in the range of small 
values of the wave vector (ak 2 « a), behave differently 
in antiferromagnets of the easy-axis type (FeC03) and 
of the easy-plane type (MnC03). 

In the first case, the anisotropy tensor has the form 
Cl'ik = aOik> and the four variables (111 t, w~) and (m~, w~) 
correspond to oscillations with finite frequency wB 
= ygW 2aF m' The remaining four types of oscillations 
have significantly lower frequencies. Therefore to 
determine them, we may set m =w' = 0 in the last four 
equations (27). The corresponding characteristic equa
tion is quadratic in w2, so that there are two frequen-
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cies W~~2(k), homogeneous functions of the first order 
of k; to each of them correspond two types of oscilla
tions, one for each of the groups of variables (X'" y", 
Ut , v t) and (xl' Y l , U", v,,). 

In the second case, the anisotropy tensor may be sup
posed to be a u = G!~'~k (the direction ~ coincides with a 
third-order axis), One type of oscillations (oscillations 
of the variables 111", wt ) corresponds to a finite frequen
cy woo The remaining five types have frequencies that 
are linear functions of I k I. It is clear that the equa
tions for the variables (ml' w"' x"' y", ul, Vt) in this 
case are the same as in the range ak2 » a. Therefore 
this group of variables produces three types of oscilla
tions with frequencies wt2.3(k). The equations for the 
variables (xl' Yl' UtI, v~) coincide with the equations in 
the range ak 2 « a for the easy-axis case. These vari
ables produce the remaining two types of oscillations 
with frequencies W~~2(k). 

We note that the sublattice model, which has been ap
plied to the structure A2I' (see[S]), describes only two 
of the six types of oscillations. It is necessary, how
ever, to emphasize that these two branches, in the ex
perimentally investigated substances with group D3<I 
(FeC03, MnC03), are described by the sublattice model 
with quite high accuracy. Because this model corre
sponds to classical localized spins, and in the localized 
picture the variables u, v, x, yare absent in the sub
stances under consideration (see UO )), the coefficients 
F u and F .. that enter in the general equations (27) are 
apparently anomalously large; and this leads, as is 
seen from (27), to an increase of the frequencies of the 
anomalous branches, and in particular to an increase 
of the purely relativisitic gaps corresponding to them, 
Nor must the extreme possibility be excluded, that the 
anomalous branches may disappear altogether, if the 
large value of Fu and F .. is more important than the 
smallness of relativistic effects in comparison with 
exchange. 

2. In the example given above, all branches of the 
oscillations have the linear dependence of frequency on 
wave vector that is characteristic of antiferromagnets. 
We shall now consider an antiferromagnetic structure 
in group D3, where there are unusual branches of the 
low-frequency oscillations. In equilibrium let the anti
ferromagnetic moment W (representation A 2) be non
zero, whereas MO = U = V = 0, where U and V are the 
moments that transform according to representation E. 
The deviations of the moments from equilibrium we 
shall denote by the corresponding lower-case letters. 
By setting up the equations of motion for mO and w ac
cording to the general rules, it is easy to show that 
they couple to each other in the usual manner, so that 
the standard antiferromagnetic branches of the oscilla
tions arise. In addition to these, however, there exist 
in the present case other branches with significantly 
lower frequencies. To determine them, therefore, we 
may set m O = w = 0 and consider oscillations of the val
ues of u and valone. Then by virtue of the D3 symme
try, there are no terms with y cwllY and yfllYO in the ex
pression for r aB", so that the following equations are 
obtained: 
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u = Y2(.6. "[hux W] - .6. v[hvx W]) , 

v= - Y2(.6. V[hU XW]+ .6."[hvxW]), 
(28) 

where Y2 = y~uwu = _ y~vwv = _ y~uwv = _ yr'wu, The general 
linear combinations .6.u • .6.V in this symmetry are 

a' a' 
t1"""2---a--axay az ay' 

a' a' 8' 
t1' ""-----+a--ax' ay' azax' 

where a is an arbitrary constanL The tensor Faa has 
the components F"" = Fvv;. F /2; therefore the effective 
fields hU and hV may be supposed to be - Fu and - Fv 
respectively, With allowance for this, we get from 
equations (28) the following spectrum of oscillations: 

w'=F'W'y,'{ (kx'-k,,'+ak,k,) '+ (2kxky-ak,ky ) '}. (29) 

Thus in antiferromagnets there can exist spin waves of 
the ferromagnetic type, with a quadratic dependence of 
frequency on wave vector, These oscillations. if they 
exist, make an important contribution to the thermo
dynamics of the crystal, For example. the specific 
heat of the crystal, because of these oscillations, 
should be proportional to T 3/2, and not, as is usual. to 
T 3, The gap that may appear in the energy spectrum 
(29) upon allowance for relativistic interactions should 
be purely relativistic, as in ferromagnets, not semi
relativistic, as in the usual spectra of antiferromag
nets, We note in this connection that in an antiferro
magnetic structure with group C3v (this group is iso
morphic to D3) and with a single moment W, corre
sponding to representation A 2 , there should exist, along 
with the usual branches, anomalous ones with a linear 
dependence of frequency on wave vector-in which, 
however, the gap may be only purely relativistic, When 
the frequencies of the anomalous and usual branches 
differ greatly, the equations for u and v in group C3v 

are analogous to equations (28), but in the first of these 
there is an additional term YIVO[hvxW], and in the sec
ond -YIVO[huxW], where Yt=y~vwo=_yyuwo, Otherwise 
all the calculations are identical to the preceding. On 
t'lking into account that in group C3v 

a i)' i)' i)' i)' i)' 
vo",,- t1"""2--+a-- t1"""-----+a--az' ax ay az ax' ax' ay' az ay 

we get for the frequencies of the anomalous branches 
the following expression: 

w'=F'W' {y ,'k,'+y,' (k,'+ky') '}. (30) 

At temperatures less than the width of the semirela
tivistic gap of the ordinary oscillations, the anomalous 
branches make the main contribution to the specific 
heat; this contribution is proportional to the square of 
the temperature, 

3, We shall consider the ferrimagnetic structure 
(A" B, ) in the class C2h, This group has only the one
dimensional representations A" B" Au, Bu. which we 
shall number by values of the index G' equal respective
ly to 0, 1, 2, 3, In equilibrium the moments MO and Ml 
are nonzero, Equations (16), without allowance for 
terms with derivatives, have in the present case the 
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following form: 

rno = lOO[hOx MO] + y0l1[h1x Ml]+ yOllMO(hlv) _ ylOOv(M'1ll) 

+ y001Ml(hOv) _ yOOlv(MlhO), (31) 

ml= yl0l[hOXM1]+ yllO[hl xMO]+ ylO~O(h0V) _ yOlOv(M~O) 

+ y111Ml(hlv) _ y111v(Mlhl), 

m 2 = y23l[h3x Ml] + y220[h2 x MO] + y23~O(h3V) _ y320v(M~3) 

+ y22lMl(h2v) _ y22lV(Mlh2), 

rn 3 = y330[h3x MO] + y32l[h2 x Ml] + y32lMO(h2v) _ y230v(M~2) 

+ y331Ml(h3v) _ y331v(Mlh3), 

where the quantities ya/la are related to yalJyap in the 
same way that fr.a; are related to rr.~IJP; that is, raSa 

= ya/labcebcrr. The tensor Fd has two nonvanishing com
ponents F 22 ;.F2/2, F 33 ;.F3/2. and the local part of the 
energy is 

6E='/,A (mOM') '+'/,8 (m'M') '+C (mOM') (m'M') 
+'/,D (mOM'+m'M') '+'/,E(m'M') '+'/,G (m'M')' 

+ H (m'MO) (m'M') +'j,P (m'MO) '+'/,Q (m'M')' 
+R (m'M') (m'M') +'/,F, (m') '+'/,F, (m')', 

where A, B, ." ,R are certain constants of exchange 
origin, On calculating the effective fields of the zeroth 
approximation by means of the last formula and on sub
stituting them in equations (31), we get 

(m'v) =1., (mOM'+m'MO), (in'v) = (AA,+CI.,) (mOMO) 
+ (o.,+BA,) (m'M'), 

(m'v) = F, (y"" ~o, - y"') (m'~l') _ F, (y'" !: _ y"') (m'M'), 

(m'v) =F, (y330 Z: -y''') (m 3M')-F,( 1"':: _:;230) (m'M'), 

. (M, A ) (m'M') =F,Mo' 123 ' M
o 
-1230 (m·'v). 

. (M, A ) (n{~I')= F,Mo' Y"'M;-l'20 (m'v), 

. ( M, A ) (m'l\I')=-F,M,' y220"M,+l22' (m'v), 

(m'M')=-F,M,' (1 33' !: + 133') (m'v), 

where Mo, Ml are the moduli of the equilibrium mo
ments, and where 

A, = (yOOOM,M,_yO!' M,M, +l,ooMo'+:Yoo'Mt') D, 

I.,=-yo!'MoM,+Y°!OM,'. i..,=y'!OMoM,+l!!'M,'. 

(32) 

The time derivatives of all the remaining quantities 
vanish in the zeroth approximation. From Eqs, (32) it 
is evident that the oscillations of the variables (m 2v) 
and (m 3v), together with certain linear combinations of 
the pairs of variables (m2M1), (m3MO) and (m~l), 
(m2MO) respectively, occur with a high exchange fre
quency, These variables must therefore be frozen in 
the calculation of the low,..frequency oscillations, 

From Eqs, (31) without use of the zeroth approxima
tion for the effective fields, we find 

(A,A+A,C) (~'M')+(Ci.,+Bi.,) (~'M')=2AA(h'v), 
A, (ni'M'+ni'M') =2B(h'v), 
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sides of equations (33) it is necessary to substitute the 
effective fields with allowance for spatial derivatives 
and relativistic terms. The chief ones of these have 
the following form: 

h'''=-(a,-ald') (mO,,)+a,dl(ml,,), 

hl,,=a,dl(mO")-(al-a,d') (ml ,,), 

(34) 

where at> a2, a3 are constants, and where 0'0, 0'1 are 
certain relativistic anisotropy constants. The first two 
equations (32) together with (33), (34) constitute a 
closed system of equations, solution of which leads to 
the following spectrum of oscillations: 

co'=A[al+a,(k')'j+B[a,+al(k')'j 
± {(A [al+a,(k')'j-B[a,+al (k')°j}'+4ABa,'[ (k') I]'} '\ (35) 

where (k2)0 and (k2)1 are general linear combinations of 
the variables k;, k~, k~, k"kyand kll", kll y repective
ly. Thus in ferrimagnets there should exist spin waves 
of the antiferromagnetic type (35), with semirelativistic 
gaps and with a linear dependence of frequency on wave 
vector. 

We point out the following fact. The system under 
consideration is characterized by the twelve degrees of 
freedom mO, ... , m 3• Four of these correspond, as we 
have seen, to high-frequency oscillations and must be 
frozen in the macroscopic theory. Another four degrees 
of freedom correspond to oscillations of the form (35). 
It is easy to see that the time derivatives of the remain
ing four variables vanish in the exchange approxima
tion, when allowance is made for spatial derivatives of 
arbitrarily high order. The same thing takes place 
also in structures with a single equilibrium moment, 
for the projection of ro'" on the direction of this moment. 
In the latter case, this fact is an expression of the 
kinematic impossibility of a change of absolute value of 
the spins (it is well known that the longitudinal magnetic 
susceptibility of exchange magnets vanishes at zero 
temperature). It is very probable that in structures 
with several equilibrium moments, also, there occurs 
an analogous kinematic impossibility of change of cer
tai n variables, and that in the case under consideration 
these variables are the four quantities indicated above. 

We note, finally, that oscillations of the antiferro
magnetic structure (Au Bu) in class C2h ' and also of the 
ferrimagnetic (AI A 2) and antiferromagnetic (B 1 B 2 ) 

structures in class C2v , are completely analogous to 
the case considered above. 

In conclusion, we express thanks to I. E. Dzyalo
shinskii, V. A. Koptsik, and I. N. Kotsev for explana
tion of a number of questions and for valuable remarks, 
and to A. S. Borovik-Romanov, I. M. Lifshitz, M. I. 
Kaganov, and L. P. Pitaevski'i for helpful discussion 
of the work. 

APPENDIX 

C I • 1;1. A. 
C,. 3;2. A" A". 
C ,. 3;2. A', AN. 
C,. 3;2. A, B. 
C". 14;6. A" B" A", B,,, (A,B,), (A,B,,). 
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Co.. 10;5. A" A" B I, (A,A,), (B,BI). 
D,. 6;2. A, B I • 

D",. 29;14. A" B", A", B I", (A,8,,), (A,A,,), (BI,8,,) , (B"BI,,), (A"BI,,), 
(BI"B,,,) , (A,8"B,,) , (B"BI,8,,) , (A"BI"B,,,) , (B,,,B,,,B,,,). 

s". 6;3. A, B, E. 
D". 19;9. AI, A" B" B 2, E, (AlA,), (AIBI), (A,8,) , (BIB,). 
C ,. 6;3. A, B, (AB). 

C ..... 24;14. A",8"'i;-A,,, B", E", (A,8,), (A,E,) , (B,E,) , (A,B.), 
(A"E,,), (B,E,,), (A,8,,), (B,A,,). 

C, •. 14;11. A" A" B I, E, (AlA,), (AIBI), (A,BI), (BIB,), (AIA,B,), 
(AIB,B,), (A,8IB,). 

D •. 14;5. A .. A" BI, (AIBI), (A,BI). 
D ... 72;49. A", A", B", E" AI" A,,,, B I", E", (AI,A,,), (A I,8,,), (AI,E,), 

(A,,8,,), (A,,E,) , (B"B,,), (B"E,) , (AlA,,,), (A",BI,,), (AI"E,,), (A,,,BI,,) , 
(A,,,E,,) , (BI"B,,,) , (BluE,,), (A"A I,,), (A"B,,,). (A"A,,,) , (A"B",) , (B"A,,,), 
(B,,A,,,) , (B,,8I") , (A"A,,8,,). (A"B"B,,), (A"BI,8,,) , (AI"A,uBI,,), 
(A I"BI"B,,,) , (A,uBI"B,,,), (A"A,,,B,,), (A"BI"A,,), (A"B",B,,), (A"A,uB,,), 
(A,,8 .. B,,) , (BI,AI"B,,) , (B"A",B,,). (A"A",B",). (A,,8,,,B,,,), (A"A,uB",). 
(A,,8,,,B,,,), (B"A",A,,,), (B"AI"B",), (B"A,,,B,,,). 

C,. 3;1. A. 
S,. 9;6.A"E"A", E", (A,E,) , (A"E,,). 
0". 6;4. A .. A" E, (A,A,). 
D,. 6;2. A .. A,. 
D",. 24;14. A", A", E" AI", A,,,, E" (A"A,,), (A"E,), (A"E,), (A",A,.), 

(AI"E,,), (A,,,E,,), (A"A I,,), (A,,A,,,). 
CSh• 9;6. A', E', A". EN. (A'EN), (ANE'). 
D ... 24;14. A/, A,', At", Ai', E'. EN, (A,'Ai), (A/AI")' (A/EN), 

(A,'A,"), (A,'E"), (A."A,"), (AI"E'). (Ai'E'). 
C,. 9;3. A, B, (AB). 
C". 34;24. A" B" E", E", A ... B". E" .. E,,,. (A,B,). (A,E,,), (A,E,,). 

(B,E,,) , (B,E,,) , (A"B,,), (A"EI,,). (A"E,,,), (B"E",) , (B.E,.), (A,B,,). 
(A,EI,,), (B,A,,), (B.£,u), (E"A u), (E"B,,). 

C,u. 18;15. AI. A" B I. E" E,. (A,A,). (A,B,). (A,E,). (A,B,). (A,E,). 
(B,BI), (BIEI), (AIA,BI), (A,B,B,), (A,B,B,). 

D\. 18;5. A .. A" B .. (AIBI), (A,BI). 
D.,. 86;63. A", A", B", E". E". A,,,. A,,,. B",. E, ... E"" (A"A,,), 

(A "B,,) , (A "E,,) , (A"E,,), (A"B,,) , (A"E,,) , (.4 "E,,) , (B"B,,), (B"E,,) , 
(8 1.£,,), (AI"A,,,) , (AI"B",). (A,,,E,,,). (A,,,E,,,). (A,,,B,u). (A,,,E,,,), 
(A .. E,,,) , (BI"B,,,) , (B",E,u) , (BI"E,,,). (A"A I,,). (A"BI,,), (A"E,,,), 
(A,,A,,,), (A"BI,,), (A"E,,,), (BIgA,,,). (B"A,,,), (B"B,,,). (B"EI,,), (E,,Alu), 
(E"A",) , (E"BI,,) , (A "A"B,,) , (A"B"B,,). (A"B"B,,). (A",A"B,,,). 
(A ",BI"B,.) , (A",B,,,B2u ) , (A"A ",B",). (A "B,,,B,,,). (A"A",BI.,). (A "B,,,B,,,) . 
(B,,AI,,A,,,) , (BI,AI.B,,,), (B"A,,,B,,,), (A ,,,;I "B,,) , (A ,,,B,,B,,) (A,,,A,,B,,)' 
(A,,,BI,8,,), (BI"A"A,,), (BI"A"B,,). (B,,,A,,B,,). 

T. 4;3. A, E, (AE). 
T •. 11;11. A" E,. F" A", E", F", (A,E,). (A"E,,). (A,A,,), (A,E,,). (E,A,,). 
T ,. 8;8. A .. A" E, F" Flo (AlA,), (AlE). (A,E). 
0.8;6. AI, A" E. (AlA,), (AlE). (A,E). 
0 •. 28;28. A", A", E,. F". F", A,,,. A,,,. E ... F, ... F,,,. (Al<. A,,). (A"E,). 

(A"E,), (A,,,A,,,), (A,,,E,,). (A,,,E,,), (A"A,,,). (A"A,,,). (A". E.). (A". A,,,). 
(A"A,,,) , (A"E,,). (E,A,,,). (E,A,,,). (A"A",A,,,). (A"A,A,.). (A"A,.A,,,). 
(A"AI"A,,,). 
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The temperature dependence of the line width is investigated for ESR at T> TN' for NMR of the FeS7, 

CI3s and CI37 nuclei at T < TN and for AFMR in magnetically ordered FeCI,. The critical exponent that 
describes the broadening of the ESR line as the temperature approaches TN = 9'K is found to vary 
between 2.5 for T> 22'K and 0.56 for T < 20°K. The NMR spectrum of FeS7 corresponds to 
Hh/ T --+0) = 487 kOe whereas the NMR spectrum of the C!,S and CI37 nuclei is almost continuous in the 
20-55 MHz frequency range. The temperature dependence of the NMR spectrum is not described by a 
Brillouin function. The AFMR spectrum was observed in the 28 to 57 GHz frequency range. The 
frequency and field dependences of the AFMR spectral lines do not agree with those expected for a 
uniaxial antiferromagnet. A discussion of the results shows that they are consistent with the complex 
helicoidal magnetic structure of FeCl3 obtained by neutron-diffraction measurements. 

PACS numbers: 76.50.+g, 76.60.-k, 75.50.Ee 

FeCla crystals belong to the BiIa structure type 
(space group R3),1] and are similar in structure to the 
layered ferromagnet CrBra _ There are indications 
that FeCls can go over at T< 250 OK into a different 
structural form, ,2] but it is stated in,3], where the mag
netic structure was investigated by neutron diffraction, 
that the crystal structure of FeCls in the magnetically
ordered state corresponds to that described in,l] (Fig. 
1) with slightly modified lattice parameters. An investi
gation of the susceptibility,4] and of the Mossbauer ef
fect'S] have yielded the antiferromagnetic ordering tem
perature TN== 9.1 OK, whereas a value TN== 15 OK is 
reported in,a,6]. 

It is reported in'S] that the magnetic structure of 
FeCla is complicated and such that the spins of the Fe3+ 
ions that are closest to one another along the hexagonal 
axis are oppositely directed and lie in the crystallo
graphic plane (1450) (hexagonal Miller indices), but the 
directions of the spins in the nearest adjacent planes 
of the (1450) type are rotated relative to one another 
through an angle 21T/15. Thus, the antiferromagnetism 
vector forms a helical structure with a helix axis along 
the [1450] directions and with a period equal to 15d, 
where d is the distance between the nearest planes of 
the (1450) type. Measurements of the Mossbauer ef
fect on Fe 57 ,7] yield a value Hbf == 487 ± 15 kOe for the 
hyperfine field. The measurements of the temperature 
dependence of Hbr in these studies are not accurate 
enough, and measurements in external magnetiC fields ,5] 

do not allow us to state whether a helical magnetic 
structure is present or not, owing to the small values 
of the employed fields. 

Taking into account the contradictory character of 
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the information on the magnetic properties of the FeCl3 

crystals, and also the interest in the helicoidal mag
netic structures, we have carried out a group of in
vestigations of FeCl3 crystals, including the following: 
a) electron spin resonance (ESR) at T> Tn' b) nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) in the magnetically ordered 
state, and c) antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR). 

FIG. 1. a) R3 crystal structure of FeCl3; b) projection of the 
FeCl3 "sandwich" on the (0001) plane: .-Fe in the (00001) 
plane, o-Cl above the (0001) plane, dashed circle-Cl below 
the (0001) plane. Shaded part-area of unit cell. al,a2,a3) axes 
of the chosen coordinate system. Straight lines-traces of the 
intersection of the (0001) plane with planes of the (1450) type. 
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